You must agree with me when I say that in our reading of dental literature and especially in discussion before society meetings we are confronted with the fact that the similar treatment of similar pathological conditions are said to bring about such complex, diverse and hetrogenous results. We are often constrained to wonder which of the two, the operator or the patient, presents such curious idiosyncrasies. As knowledge increases and as every year should bring to the dental practitioner a more perfect science in combatting disease, it is therefore of prime interest and importance why these apparently unexplainable results should follow.
In looking carefully over the field it must be admitted that a not inconsiderable factor in bringing about these curious results must be found in the fallibility of human testimony. It study of the question suggested by the title of this article may be found in the study of the tissues upon which the operator labors, rather than in the study of the operator himself.
In the surgery of the mouth we find that in inflammatory conditions certain prescribed and standard treatment seems at times to have little or no effect, while again, the relief is instantaneous, and careful study results in the knowledge that tissue conditions potently control, limit and assist the curative efforts of the operator.
It is found that every human body presents differences which must affect our efforts in combating disease. 
